Verb + preposition 1

Add the preposition to the verb (fill the gap with the missing preposition):

1. I can’t even think of a person I would accuse ___ being rude.
2. Would you like to add something ___ the conversation?
3. H really admires his dad ___ the way he treats his employees.
4. Is it important to always agree ___ how to manage your finances with your wife?
5. I don’t always agree ___ my boss?
6. Do you ever apologize ___ your partner for making a mistake?
7. I’m going to apply ___ university to do the course of my dreams.
8. He doesn’t approve ___ that.
9. I despise arguing ___ my siblings.
10. What time do you arrive ___ work?
11. When did you arrive ___ the country?
12. I need to ask my boss ___ the topic?
13. I’ll never ask you ___ money again.

*now, speaking with your partner. Test their prepositions
Answer sheet

1. of
2. to
3. for
4. on
5. with
6. to
7. to
8. of
9. with
10. at
11. in
12. about
13. for